Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 5.

**CERRA VILLA SERIES**

1 Sheet = 1.15 sq. ft.
1 Box = 28.75 sq. ft.

**VP-250**
Cobalt Blue
*(ACTUAL SIZE)*

**VP-270**
Marine Green

**VP-262**
Sky Blue

**VP-290**
Mauve

The popular Villa Park Series is a fine art inspired tile featuring a graceful contemporary flower design, complemented by solid colored tiles. Bordered trim in subtle patterns makes for a picture perfect framing of the larger tiles.

The Cerra Villa Series, a variation of the Villa Park Series, features a more neutral design for a softer look. Available in seven solid colors ranging from pastels to rich blues.

The Villa Park, Cerra Villa and the Villa Park Field (see pages 4-5) are designed to allow for a creative blending, mixing and matching of tiles.
TIP Kitchen, bathroom and floor tiles are a world apart from specially manufactured tiles for pools/spas.

Not all tiles are intended for use in pools or spas. Tiles are designed and manufactured differently depending on how and where they are used. Pool/spa tiles not only must tolerate changing outdoor temperatures, but must withstand acid-based pool chemicals 24 hours a day.

Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 5.
The Villa Park Field tile is ideally suited for large walls where a solid block of uninterrupted color is desired. It is designed to allow you to creatively blend, mix and match with the Villa Park and Cerra Villa Series (see pages 2-3). Though considered a ‘background tile’, the Villa Park Field is often used for accent trim on pool/spa steps and seats. Available in soft pastel colors.

The California Stone, is typically used for an all tile spa. This attractive ‘cobblestone’ tile makes it adaptable to virtually any shape or surface curvature. It is also used as an edge trim to aid in visually locating steps.

Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 5.

CALIFORNIA STONE

1 Sheet = 1 sq. ft.
1 Box = 30 sq. ft.
VILLA PARK FIELD

TIP  The shade of tiles may vary within any given color

*Be sure to visually check the actual shade of the tile before installation.*

The tiles pictured in this brochure are as accurate a reproduction of actual tile colors as is possible. But all tiles are subject to variations in color within every lot. Why? Tiles are ‘fired’ in relatively small numbers. The slightest change in firing temperature—normal in the manufacturing process—produces an equivalent variation in color that adds to the sparkling beauty of the tile.

Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on this page.

- VPF-2285  Peach  VPF-2200  Spice
  - VPF-2201  Peach
  - CS-560  Royal Blue
    
    *(ACTUAL SIZE)*

- CS-285  French Gray  CS-201  Peach  CS-200  Spice  CS-520  Bone White
Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 5.
The *Akron Series* features a richly detailed geometric pattern of contemporary flowers in both traditional and designer colors. This handsome tile enables you to easily "mix and match" with the accompanying *Akron Field Series* (see below).

**TIP** All pools and spas can be retiled

Why retile? To color coordinate tile as part of an overall house redesign effort. Or perhaps a house you purchased has a pool/spa tile that is not to your taste.

Retiling is usually a routine procedure. So when a new tile series or pattern is introduced that you like even more, you can make a change.

*Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 5.*
Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.
**SURFSIDE PATTERN**

- SS-80 French Gray
- SS-70 Mint Green
- SS-22 Brown
- SS-15 Powder Blue
- SS-90 Burgundy
- SS-20 Earthtone

**TIP** A Pool or spa is an expensive investment. Protect that investment by selecting quality high gloss porcelain pool/spa tiles.

All Cozad & O'Hara high gloss porcelain tiles are manufactured to meet the highest standards of quality, durability and aesthetic appearance. Every tile series or pattern we carry conforms to an identical top-of-the-line standard of manufacturing excellence.

With normal maintenance and proper care, our tiles are acid-resistant, fade-resistant and weather-resistant.

**POOL COPING**

Precast concrete Pool Coping manufactured by Han-crete Products, Inc. (714) 947-1543, offers your pool both contemporary beauty as well as its famous safety grip contour. This contour is designed for ‘easy exit’ from any area of the pool. For child and adult alike.

Available in Roman White. Or custom color matching for the ultimate in architectural color coordinations.

The Surfside Pattern tile is a delicate flower mosaic. Available in designer pastels, earth tones and deep blues.
Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 5.

MOSAIC PATTERN

The simple, traditional Mosaic can be used as trim on steps. Or as a complete tile unto itself. The Mosaic comes in 2" tiles (TK-41-6080) or 1 3/8" tiles (CO-71).
The Jupiter Pattern is a complex mosaic style influenced by the works of master painters from the Renaissance era. The traditional stained glass look of this tile makes it a favorite among pool/spa owners of all ages.

Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 5.

CO-71
Blue Medley
1 Sheet = 1 sq. ft.
1 Box = 30 sq. ft.

6080
Terra Blue
1 Sheet = 1.08 sq. ft.
1 Box = 32.4 sq. ft.
The classic Maxi Pattern was one of the original mosaic tiles. Yet, the uniqueness of the flowing symmetrical design has kept the demand for Maxi consistently strong over the years.

MAXI
1 Sheet = 1 sq. ft.
1 Box = 30 sq. ft.

MC-114
Marine Royal Blue
(ACTUAL SIZE)

MC-116
Terra Blue
The Mini Akron Pattern is a 'new wave' contemporary mosaic using the diamond shape of the Akron Series in a continuous pattern. The relaxing blues bring out the best in this stylish high tech geometric pattern.

The Napoli is a modern two-toned mosaic featuring square shapes in either earthen tone or terra blue.
ACCESSORIES

Long lasting polished stainless steel assist rails come in two configurations: 1) the Grab Rail (upper picture) for assisting yourself when using inset steps on a sidewall, and 2) the Hand Rail (lower picture) when using regular steps.

The side-wall Inset Steps are grooved to minimize slippage. These fiberglas preformed steps are available in white and aqua blue.

For decorative garden, pool and landscape use, such as borders, stepping stones and planters, use Timber. It has an amazingly authentic appearance of rich dark wood but it is actually made of concrete - ensuring Timber's long lasting beauty. Even when used in a wet area. And best of all, concrete has no splinters!

You can choose from a variety of Specialty Tiles which serve as signs and depth markers. The sign and depth marker tiles can be ordered with a sanded surface to minimize slippage on decks.

POOL AND SPA TILE DISTRIBUTOR
COZAD & O'HARA
2840 Miraloma Avenue • Anaheim, CA 92806 • (714) 630-2216

BRICKS & LADRILLO COPING

Concrete bricks and Ladrillo-Stone are manufactured by Hancrete Products, Inc., (714) 947-1543.

Concrete bullnose bricks are shaped like clay bricks but without the sharp edges. Ideal for pool and spa use. Available in many designer colors which are unobtainable in clay brick.

Ladrillo-Stone, a precasted concrete coping, offers the beauty of brick but without any sharp edges. Ladrillo-Stone is available in Manzana Red, Canyon Brown and Roman White.